Biological Science

Barbara Orozco - Dr. and Mrs. Donald B. Bright Environment Scholarship

Katherine Biardi - Rachel Carson Scholarship in Conservative Biology (GR) and Kenneth Goodhue-McWilliams Metamorphosis Award for Teaching Excellence

Analisa Ayers - Rachel Carson Scholarship in Conservative Biology (UG)

Marlene Lopez - Jewell Plummer Cobb Scholarship & David L. Walkington Memorial Scholarship and David L. Walkington Memorial Scholarship
Brandon Quinatan - Coppel Graduate Science Award

Marisol Sanchez - Stanley Hillman and Lon McClanahan Scholarship in Plant or Animal Physiological Ecology

Vivian Sieu - Stanley Hillman and Lon McClanahan Scholarship in Plant or Animal Physiological Ecology

Megan Marentes - Dr. and Mrs. Marvin J. Rosenberg Scholarship & Greg Wright Fellowship and Greg Wright Fellowship

Julia Teeple - Jerome Wilson Memorial Scholarship
Ryan West - Outstanding MARC Scholar Award and MARC

Jordyn Neal - Violet Horn Graduate Research Fellowship in Ecology, Evolution, and Conservative Biology

Chelsea Bowers - Murray Fellowship

Reene Serna - SCERP

Kristen Abe - MARC

Alva Duenas - Alvarez - MARC

Daniela Hernandez - MARC
Mackenzie Rosales- MARC

Katie Van Goder- MARC

Elaine Lai- BSCR

Ashley Neil- BSCR

Ramadhan Ahmed- BSCR

Adrian Escobar- BSCR

Megan Schreiber- BSCR

Amber Cramer- BSCR
Nimrah Ashfaq- BSCR
Ashley Ling- BSCR
Jose Cedano- BSCR
Greer Cisnero- BSCR
Michelle Baez- BSCR
Chemistry and Biochemistry

Sofia Salas- American Chemical Society Award

Celine Diep- Advancing in STEM Scholarship

Daniel Soriano- American Institute of Chemists Award

Manson Davis- Brad van Mourik Interface of Computers with Chemistry Award

Xiaohui Weng- Coppel Graduate Science Award
Aerin Bridgers- Dr. Andrew and Kay Montana Endowed Scholarship in Chemistry Award

Abigail Anastasi- Dr. Andrew and Kay Montana Endowed Scholarship in Chemistry Award

Aline Vu- Glen and Takeshi Nakaya Scholarship

Faye Yun- Glenn Nagel Scholarship

Thai Hoang Mai Le- Glorya Welch Scholarship

Lael Cardinal- James Sternberg Scholarship
Ryan West - Lyle Wallace Service Award

Damian Ventura - Maria Linder Nielson Endowed Graduate Fellowship

Steven Pham - Mark Lackey Award for Graduate Teaching

Lucy Guzman - Phil Berriman Research Excellence with Instrumentation Scholarship

Kim Nguyen - Robert C. Belloli Future Chemistry Teacher Scholarship

Rumeysa Gurler - Wegner Family Scholarship

Emily Birlea - Wegner Family Scholarship
Geology

**Saide Durning**- Outstanding Major, B.S., John D. Cooper Field Camp Scholarship and David L. Willoughby Scholarship

**Samuel Hippard**- Outstanding Major, B.A.

**Edgar Villasano**- Outstanding Academic Achievement, B.S.

**Kristin Shearer**- Outstanding Academic Achievement, B.A.

**Diana Urda**- Outstanding Graduate Student Award in Geology

**Tracy Donelli**- Outstanding Graduate Teaching Associate in Geology
Caitlin Bates - John D. Cooper Field Camp

Ashley Hansen - Clements-Knott²

Maren Jorgensen - Marilyn A. Brown Scholarship

Ashleigh Quiroz - Dr. Margaret Skillman Woyski Scholarship, Department of Geological Sciences Alumni Field Camp Scholarship & Candice L. Jones Outstanding Service

Andrew Williams - Prem K. Saint Hydrology

William Bourbois - Department of Geological Sciences Alumni Field Camp Scholarship
Corey Stratton- Searchers Gem and Mineral Society Award

Sofia Kabbara- Searchers Gem and Mineral Society Award

Vincent Mugica- Armstrong Conference Attendance Award
Mathematics

Ren Padgett- Applied Math Scholarship in Honor of Lila B. and Major Theodore Hromadka

Ivan Ortega- Bonsangue Family Scholarship

Natalie Medina- Cheryl and Carl Carrera Mathematics Scholarship

Yulia Potyrina- Dr. Gerald Gannon Scholarship

Ayah Halabi- Lawrence Weill Applied Mathematics Scholarship

Travis Caldwell- Russell V. and Betty L. Benson Scholarship for Graduate Mathematics Students
Ashley Jubb- Russell V. and Betty L. Benson Scholarship for Graduate Mathematics Students

Aubree Krager- Russell V. and Betty L. Benson Scholarship for Undergraduate Mathematics Students and Ferguson Research Fellowship

Brian Ly- The Brandon Nghi Tran Memorial Scholarship

Victoria Bender- The Maijian Qian and Bob Houghton Mathematics Scholarship

Milka Cazarez Perez- The Maijian Qian and Bob Houghton Mathematics Scholarship
Isaiah Cabellero- The Rose Klein Award

Taylor Grimes- The Stiel Prize for Excellence in Mathematics

Sara Anderson- Paul DeLand Research Fellowship

Sam Fleyshman- Paul DeLand Research Fellowship

Justin Solis- Paul DeLand Research Fellowship

Tiffany Yoo- Paul DeLand Research Fellowship & Ferguson Research Research Fellowship
Evelin Lopez- CSUF Research and Instructional Safety Scholarship

Zair Ibragimov- LSAMP Scholars

Monte Davityan- LSAMP Scholars

Erica Esteban- LSAMP Scholars

Melissa Fernandez- LSAMP Scholars

Samantha Hubard- LSAMP Scholars

Gilardo Limon- LSAMP Scholars

Yulia Potyrina- LSAMP Scholars
Ashleigh Quiroz- LSAMP Scholars

Annabelle Recinos- LSAMP Scholars

Jennifer Rodriguez- LSAMP Scholars

Kim Yummul- LSAMP Scholars
Physics

Andrea Ceja- Louis and Sara Shapiro Scholarship Fund

Blaise Richelieu- Dr. Robert W. Kedzie Award

Erick Leyva- Dan Black Family Fellowship

Ashley Robinson- Dan Black Family Fellowship

Megan Perez- Dan Black Family Fellowship

Luke Nolan- Dan Black Family Fellowship
Mauricio Gomez - Constance Beech Eiker and Raymond V. Adams Creativity Award

Farbod Movaghanemati - Constance Beech Eiker and Raymond V. Adams Creativity Award

Kevin Kimes - Physics Outstanding Undergraduate Senior Award

Eric Pineda Palacios - Physics Outstanding Undergraduate Senior Award

Tanios Ayoub - Physics Outstanding Masters Student Award

Avnish Pandey - Physics Outstanding Teaching Associate Award